Abstract. As an abundant component of Earth's upper mantle, forsterite (Mg2SiO4) has been the subject of extensive investigation for many decades. The pressure dependences of sound velocity and elasticity are of great importance for modeling the composition and evolution of Earth. For this reason, room temperature Brillouin scattering experiments were performed on single-crystal forsterite at pressures up to 16 GPa in a diamond anvil cell. The nine elastic moduli increase linearly over the pressure range studied. Together with previous ambient pressure data, the pressure variation of the bulk modulus is Ks(GPa ) = 128.8(5) + 4.2(2)P, and the shear modulus is G(GPa) = 81.6(2) + 1.4(1) P, where the numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation uncertainties in the last digit. Combining with previous ultrasonic data for polycrystalline/3-Mg2SiO 4 to 3 GPa, the sound velocity contrasts between a-and/3-Mg2SiO 4 were found to be largely pressure independent at room temperature. If, on the other hand, the pressure dependences of the bulk and shear modulus of the/3 phase of Mg2SiO 4 are assumed to be identical to those for the a phase, the room temperature velocity contrasts between the two phases decrease by 20% and 12% from 1 bar to 13.8 GPa for compressional and shear waves, respectively.
Introduction
The elastic properties of minerals at elevated pressure are needed for a variety of geophysical purposes. Elastic moduli can be used to help place constraints on mantle composition through comparison with seismic data. In particular, elastic constant measurements are the only means to obtain information about the shear properties of minerals. The effects of pressure on the seismic wave anisotropy of mantle constituents have not been investigated in detail to date, although large changes in elastic anisotropy have been inferred from X ray diffraction measurements on a simple oxide (MgO) at relatively modest pressures [Duffy et al., 1995a] transforms to the wadsleyite structure, also known as /3-Mg2SiO 4. The temperatures and pressures of this transformation are not well determined because of experimental difficulties, but along Earth's geotherm it appears to occur around 13.8 GPa and 1300-1500 K [Bina and Helffrich, 1994 ]. The transformation is considered to be the origin of the 410-km seismic discontinuity. Owing to slow kinetics at room temperature the forsterite structure persists metastably to 50 GPa, above which (50 GPa < P < 70 GPa) it partially transforms to an amorphous state [Durbin et al., 1993; Andrault et al., 1995] . The a-/3 transformation mechanism has been the subject of considerable controversy, in particular, whether it is martensitic or nucleation and growth type. It has been proposed that in the case of the martensitic transformation mechanism the transformation would be accompanied by a softening of the shear elastic moduli [Poirier, 1981] . The transformation mechanism is strongly dependent on the stress state of the sample [Burnley and Green, 1989 leagues and has provided much of our knowledge of the elastic properties of the phases that are assumed to dominate Earth's interior. Application of this technique to minerals at high pressure in a diamond cell was first carried out by Shirnizu et al. [1982] , who demonstrated that Brillouin spectra could be obtained from forsterite samples at pressures up to 4 GPa. This pioneering study was complicated by the low orthorhombic symmetry, and only six of the nine elastic moduli were determined. Few other subsequent elastic moduli measurements have been carried out at high pressure in diamond cells because of experimental difficulties and the time-consuming nature of the experiments. In recent years, however, there have been renewed efforts to obtain elastic moduli at high pressure, and several high-symmetry (isotropic, cubic, and hexagonal) systems have been studied [Shimizu et al., 1995; Zha et al., 1993 Zha et al., , 1994 . Another recent development is the use of impulsive stimulated scattering (ISS) to obtain elastic moduli of low-symmetry materials at high pressure in diamond cells [Zaug et (Figure 1 ). The sample platelet was loaded into the gasket hole with one of its parallel surfaces placed against the diamond culet. In each run a few chips of ruby were mounted next to the sample. The sample position was fixed by the frozen gas or highly viscous fluid medium, and no changes due to gravitational forces were detected during the measurement period, which may be several weeks duration at a given pressure. type six-path interferometer [Mock et al., 1987] . A singlefrequency argon-ion laser was used as an excitation source. An acousto-optic modulator is used to depress the Rayleigh peak intensity, which occurs when its ultrasonic deflection field is synchronized with interferometer scanning settings. The system was designed to allow for facile changes between different scattering geometries. A portable microscope-optical fiberspectrograph system is used for in situ pressure and temperature (blackbody radiation, not used in this experiment) measurements. A He-Ne laser is used for alignment and setting the scattering angle. The crystallographic orientation and density were determined at each pressure by X ray diffraction with a Picker four-circle X ray diffractometer. The crystallographic orientation is then used in the Brillouin scattering measurement for the calculation of the direction cosine for each phonon direction. Attention was paid to the pressure environment of the sample. Broadening of the X ray peaks indicated that the sample may have experienced nonhydrostatic stress from bridging by the diamond anvils, by contact with edges of the gasket hole, or by a nonhydrostatic pressure medium .
All of the data in this experiment were collected with a symmetric 100 ø scattering geometry, where the angle refers to that between incident beam and scattered light outside of the diamond cell. With this geometry, the Brillouin frequency shift We also used a third sample platelet polished in the b-c plane, which was loaded in a separate diamond cell but measured at the same pressure as one of the other points (9.6 GPa). This sample gave only four elastic moduli (C22 , C33 , C44 , C23 ) as we could obtain only one shear mode in this plane. The sample polished along the cubic (111) plane gives a complete set of elastic moduli, as every measurement for each phonon direction gives three wave modes. Even though the birefringence corresponding to the two samples is different, the elastic moduli data from the two samples are consistent whether the sound velocity data measured from those two samples were fitted separately or together. Figure 4 shows the Brillouin spectra collected at 6.1 GPa and 16.2 GPa, respectively. The sample thickness and refractive index contrast between the pressure medium and the sample have a large effect on the quality of the spectra. Increasing the scattering volume enhances the signal-to-noise ratio. A large refractive index contrast between the sample and pressure medium also reduces the signal-to-noise ratio. For phonons propagating in the cubic (111) plane, we always obtain three sound waves for every phonon direction, although the individual peak intensity may change with orientation. In contrast to solid hydrogen [Zha et al., 1993] , the intensities of the P wave peaks are generally weaker than those of the S waves, and they have similar intensities only for very small angular ranges. Ten to 18 phonon directions were measured at each pressure, and these supplied sufficient sound velocity data for calculating all nine elastic moduli solely from measurements in a singlecrystal plane. In this study we have shown that it is possible to recover the orientation as well as elastic moduli for sound velocity data on an orthorhombic crystal restricted to a single-crystal plane. Previously, this has been accomplished only for high symmetry systems (cubic) [e.g., Shirnizu and Sasaki, 1992]. The orientations were determined using the X ray values as starting models, and differences of a few degrees between starting and final angles were usually found. The differences may reflect experimental error as well as uncertainty in parallelism and flatness. As discussed in the appendix, such errors do not contribute significantly to errors in the measured acoustic velocities.
Results

Sound Velocities
We have used Monte Carlo simulations to examine the reliability of elastic moduli determinations from single-plane sound velocity data. Artificial data sets were constructed by computing sound velocities at 10 ø intervals in the cubic (111) plane from a known set of elastic moduli. The velocities were then perturbed by amounts up to + 1% using a random number generator. One thousand artificial data sets were computed in this manner. Each data set was then inverted (the direction cosines were fixed in these calculations) and the elastic moduli were obtained. [Webb, 1989] as well as the more recent ISS data for San Carlos olivine [Zaug et al., 1993] . We find that K s is independent of Fe content at high pressure. However, the shear modulus is offset and displays a different pressure dependence in the ISS data and this study. For San Carlos olivine a nonlinearity is clearly observed in the shear modulus at high pressure, whereas the modulus is linear with pressure within the resolution of our data on forsteritc. This nonlinearity is attributable to the differing behavior of the C55 modulus.
The potential effect of different pressure media on the compression properties of forsteritc has been addressed elsewhere . It is worthwhile to examine how these might effect the elastic properties as well. The datum at 12. is independent of P and T. Sound velocities of the wadsleyite phase of Mg2SiO 4 were measured on a polycrystalline aggregate to 3 GPa [Gwanmesia et al., 1990] . Using these data together with early ultrasonic data [Graham and Barsch, 1969] for the pressure dependence of the velocities in forsteritc, it was concluded that the velocity contrast across the transition is a strongly decreasing function of pressure at room temperature [Gwanmesia et al., 1990 ]. Using our new values for the elasticity of forsteritc, however, we find that the velocity contrast is largely independent of pressure (Figure 10 ). At 13.8 GPa the room temperature velocity contrasts across the a-/3 transition for P and S waves are 12.0% and 13.9%, respectively. A seismic discontinuity of 4-5% in magnitude would therefore require a forsteritc fraction of 0.37 _+ 0.04 (P waves) or 0.32 +_ 0.03 (S waves). This calculation ignores many important factors (temperature, Fe content, texture, element partitioning) and assumes the discontinuity is entirely due to the a-/3 phase change. The high-pressure acoustic velocities in the phases of Mg2SiO 4 are consistent with olivine contents that are significantly below that found in the pyrolite model (60% olivine) for the upper mantle [Ringwood, 1975] . If the pressure derivatives of/3 phase reported by Gwanmesia et al. [1990] are overestimated, the allowed olivine content of the mantle increases.
Assuming the pressure derivatives of the two phases are identical (K' = 4.2, G' = 1.4), the velocity contrasts at 13.8 GPa become 10.3% (P waves) and 12.3% (S waves) (Figure 10 ). This is consistent with an olivine fraction of 0.44 _+ 0.05 (P waves) and 0.37 __+ 0.04 (S waves). Thus current room temperature elasticity data for the Mg2SiO 4 system suggest that mantle olivine fraction required to satisfy seismic data at 410-km depth is about 0.3-0.5. Further discussion of the implications of these results for mantle composition is reported elsewhere [Duffy et al., 1995b ].
Discussion
The 410-km seismic discontinuity in the mantle is believed to be due to the a-/• phase change in (Mg,Fe)2SiO4 [Ringwood, 1975] . The amount of olivine in the transition zone could be determined by comparing laboratory measurements of the acoustic velocity contrast between the two phases with seismic velocity data. At ambient pressure, the velocity contrasts for P and S waves are 12.9% and 14.0%, respectively. Seismic velocity contrasts across the discontinuity are about 4-5% [Nolet et al., 1994] . Thus the laboratory data are consistent with a mantle olivine fraction of about 29-39% if the velocity contrast 
Summary
Wc report measurement of the pressure dependence of the complete set of elastic toodull for forsteritc up to transition zone pressures by use of Brillouin scattering spectroscopy, diamond anvil c½11 techniques. Wc have shown for the first time that the cubic (111) plane of an orthorhombic crystal (forsteritc) can bc used to obtain all the elastic toodull by measuring the sound velocity distribution only in this single plane. The pressure dependences of elastic toodull for forsteritc vary linearly over this pressure range and arc much lower than those extrapolated from previous measurements using ultrasonic techniques at much lower pressures. By combining our results with recent data for polycrystalline f•-Mg2SiO4 (wadslcyitc) up to 3 GPa wc found the contrast in acoustic velocities between the two phases are not sensitive to pressure. That is, even at high pressure, the acoustic velocities in the phases of Mg2SiO 4 are consistent with olivine contents that are significantly below that found in the pyrolite model (60% olivine) for the upper mantle [Ringwood, 1975] . Elastic moduli measurements of •3-Mg2SiO 4 over a similar pressure range are necessary, however, to constrain more reliably the olivine content of Earth's upper mantle.
Appendix: Errors Introduced by Nonparallel Diamond and Sample Surfaces
In this appendix we present an analysis of the error in the acoustic velocity determination due to errors in sample flatness and parallelism. First, we consider the case where the two sample surfaces are not parallel ( Figure A1 ). The misalignment between the two sample surfaces is assumed to be small and is given by the angle Aa. Assuming the upper surface of the sample is not parallel to the diamond anvils but the bottom surface is parallel, the laser beam traveling through the sample will be refracted by an angle X from the diamond anvil cell axis. The scattered beam containing the Brillouin frequency shift will make an angle qb2 + Aa with the diamond cell axis. By applying Snell's law to the diamond-liquid interface and to interfaces between the liquid and the parallel and unparallel surfaces at the top of the sample, we obtain the following In the second case, we consider the situation where the sample surfaces are parallel to each other but they are not parallel to the diamond surfaces ( Figure A2 ). To check the parallelism of sample and diamond surfaces, a white light beam incident upon the sample is used to produce a wedge interference pattern between the sample and diamond surface both before and after the pressure medium is loaded. In this way, the tilt angle Aa is easily controlled to less than 0.3 ø. As shown in Figure A2 , the incidence angle of the scattered light at the interface between the bottom of the sample and the 
